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Dear Ms. Griffith: 
 
This letter is in response to your November 12, 2019, email requesting clarification of the 
Hazardous Materials Regulations (HMR; 49 CFR Parts 171-180) applicable to nine images that 
Tyson’s Foods, Inc., developed to indicate which chemicals in its possession can and cannot be 
stored together.  Specifically, you ask whether these images conflict with the HMR.    
 
You enclosed a black-and-white copy of the nine circular images, which contain a variety of 
graphics, letters, and colors designed to represent classes of chemical substances and compounds 
or to denote basic health and compatibility risks.  These images are titled “acid,” “base,” 
“flammable,” “not reactive,” “health hazard,” “oxidizer,” “oxidizer acid,” “oxidizer base,” and 
“incompatible with all.”  You state the images may be visible on packages when they are 
transported in commerce, and note that the use of the flammable image would be limited to 
products that meet the HMR definitions of a flammable material (liquid, solid, or gas).  You also 
note that the images are not intended to replace any DOT required hazard communication or 
hazard communication required by other agencies, but are rather intended to provide additional 
information to enhance safety beyond what is required by the HMR or other safety standards.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

The HMR prohibit a person from offering or transporting a package bearing a marking, label, or 
placard that can by its color, design, or shape be confused with or conflict with a label or placard 
prescribed in the HMR (see §§ 172.401(b) and 172.502(a)(2)).  Based on the information you 
provided, it is the opinion of this Office that the only image with the potential to be confused 
with hazard communication required by the HMR is the “flammable” image.  As such, we agree 
that limiting use of the “flammable” image to packages containing materials that meet the HMR 
definition of a flammable liquid, solid, or gas is necessary and appropriate. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

Shane C. Kelley 
Shane Kelley  
Director,  
Standards and Rulemaking Division 
Office of Hazardous Material Standard 
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